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ABSTRACT Proper assembly of RNA into catalytically active three-dimensional structures requires multiple tertiary binding
interactions, individual characterization of which is crucial to a detailed understanding of global RNA folding. This work focuses
on single-molecule ﬂuorescence studies of freely diffusing RNA constructs that isolate the GAAA tetraloop-receptor tertiary
interaction. Freely diffusing conformational dynamics are explored as a function of Mg21 and Na1 concentration, both of which
promote facile docking, but with 500-fold different afﬁnities. Systematic shifts in mean ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer
efﬁciency values and line widths with increasing [Na1] are observed for the undocked species and can be interpreted with a
Debye model in terms of electrostatic relaxation and increased ﬂexibility in the RNA. Furthermore, we identify a 34 6 2%
fraction of freely diffusing RNA constructs remaining undocked even at saturating [Mg21] levels, which agrees quantitatively
with the 32 6 1% fraction previously reported for immobilized constructs. This veriﬁes that the kinetic heterogeneity observed in
the docking rates is not the result of surface tethering. Finally, the KD value and Hill coefﬁcient for [Mg
21]-dependent docking
decrease signiﬁcantly for [Na1] ¼ 25 mM vs. 125 mM, indicating Mg21 and Na1 synergy in the RNA folding process.
INTRODUCTION
RNA catalytic and biological functionality, such as transla-
tion and self-splicing, requires that RNA molecules fold into
speciﬁc three-dimensional forms (1). Central to achieving
and maintaining a correctly folded RNA structure are tertiary
contacts (2,3), although the contributions of individual ter-
tiary interactions to the RNA folding pathway and confor-
mational dynamics are not well understood (4,5). Proper RNA
folding also requires counterions to minimize repulsions of the
negatively charged phosphate backbone through site-speciﬁc
coordination to the RNA and/or nonspeciﬁc (delocalized)
electrostatic screening (2,6–15). However, tertiary interactions
and counterions do not always lead to the desired result; they
can stabilize misfolded or kinetically trapped states, thereby
preventing RNA from rapidly achieving a catalytically com-
petent structure (2,16–19). These kinetically trapped states
often result in long-lived intermediate conformations and
heterogeneous folding rates (20–22). This complicated folding
behavior is not limited to large ribozymes with multiple do-
mains, with similarly complex behavior noted even for simpler
RNA systems such as the hairpin ribozyme (23,24). Clearly
any predictive understanding of RNA folding dynamics will
require addressing not only global issues of topological
structure, but also individual tertiary interactions and their
dependence on cationic environment.
In response to this need, we have been systematically in-
vestigating RNA tertiary binding motifs at the single-mole-
cule level to characterize isolated interactions as a function of
solution environment. The work presented here focuses on
cation-dependent RNA folding due to the ubiquitous GNRA-
hairpin tetraloop-receptor interaction (25), whereby a GAAA
tetraloop docks into an 11-nucleotide internal receptor loop
(3,8). These GAAA tetraloop and receptor structures, both
free and receptor-bound, have been extensively studied by
NMR and x-ray crystallography (8,26–28). Thermodynamic
and kinetic contributions of the tetraloop-receptor interaction
to RNA folding have been investigated at the ensemble level
in a variety of cationic environments in isolation (29,30), in
P4-P6 domains (4,31) and in group II introns (32). In bulk
studies, however, there is no synchronization between fold-
ing/unfolding events for different molecules. Therefore, one
must either perturbatively induce a short-lived synchroniza-
tion (e.g., laser-induced temperature or pH jumpmethods and
rapid mixing) to initiate observable folding dynamics, or be
restricted to observing static equilibrium properties of the
system. Conformational heterogeneity, for example, due to
misfolding events, is largely obscured because of the limited
resolution of different states by traditional ensemble methods
such as gel electrophoresis.
Studies at the single-molecule level allow direct observa-
tion of conformational populations, providing a powerful
tool for investigating structural ﬂuctuations in nucleic acids
(23,24,33–38). In particular, time-resolved, single-molecule
ﬂuorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) methods
allow thorough characterization of RNA-folding dynamics
under both equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions. Fold-
ing and unfolding rate constants are directly measurable,
intermediate or misfolded conformations are explicitly iden-
tiﬁable, and subpopulations that exhibit different rate constants
and conformations (i.e., kinetic and static heterogeneity) are
readily distinguishable (23,24,33–36,38–42). Such measure-
ments often proﬁt from the longer observation times afforded
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by immobilization of the molecule, e.g., tethering to a cover
glass. Immobilization raises concerns that surface proximity
and/or tethering methods may inﬂuence the folding dynamics
and/or of functionality of biomolecules (43,44). Seminal
studies of the Tetrahymena thermophila and hairpin ribo-
zymes showed that catalysis was unaffected by immobilization
(23,38), which suggests that RNA functionality is uninﬂu-
enced by surface tethering. Furthermore, Ha and co-workers
showed that the kinetic heterogeneity identiﬁed for surface-
immobilized hairpin ribozymes is also present when the
molecules are encapsulated in liposome vesicles (45), where
interactions with vesicular walls are thought to be minimal
(46,47). Single-molecule studies of freely diffusing species
complement tethered-molecule investigations by providing the
capability to interrogate and resolve conformational popula-
tions in solution without potential for surface interaction. By
way of example, Deniz and co-workers have revealed many
insights into the [Mg21]-dependent folding of the hairpin ri-
bozyme through a systematic conformational study utilizing
freely diffusing smFRET (37). Additionally, the Mg21-bind-
ing parameters observed for immobilized hairpin ribozymes
(KD and Hill coefﬁcient) were found to be quantitatively repli-
cated in freely diffusing RNA (37).
The focus of this work is smFRET studies of freely dif-
fusing RNA containing a single tertiary binding motif, spe-
ciﬁcally the GAAA tetraloop-receptor interaction (Fig. 1).
Folding of this RNA construct occurs when the tetraloop
docks into the receptor domain via a ﬂexible, single-stranded
A7 arm (Fig. 1) (30,48). In particular, we explore the equi-
librium effect of divalent (Mg21) and monovalent (Na1) ions
on the tetraloop-receptor docking/undocking in the absence
of surface immobilization. Even for this simple, isolated
RNA tertiary interaction, the folding dynamics prove quite
rich. Both Mg21 and Na1 lead to proper formation of the
tetraloop-receptor contact, though Na1 permits additional
electrostatic relaxation of the undocked structure over the
concentration range studied. We also ﬁnd thatMg21 and Na1
interact synergistically to enable tetraloop-receptor docking.
Speciﬁcally, at low [Na1] (25 mM), Mg21 displays highly
cooperative Hill plots as a function of Mg21 concentration.
Mg21-induced folding becomes much more efﬁcient (and
correspondingly less cooperative) at higher Na1 concentra-
tions (125 mM Na1), emphasizing the inﬂuence of electro-
static screening in the tetraloop-receptor construct. These
results highlight the role of electrostatic shielding and con-
formational relaxation in the undocked species, as further
demonstrated by a dramatic [Na1]-dependent increase in
both peak locations and widths in the FRET distributions.
As a secondary thrust, we quantitatively compare our
studies of freely diffusing RNA with previous work on the
surface-tethered GAAA tetraloop-receptor construct. The
previous studies on the immobilized tetraloop-receptor con-
struct revealed signiﬁcant kinetic heterogeneity, i.e., two
populations with distinctly different docking kinetics. These
two populations could be characterized as either i), an ac-
tively docking population exhibiting multiple docking/
undocking transitions during a typical 30 s trajectory before
photobleaching and ii), a nondocking population with no
transitions evident on a several-minute timescale (30,48).
Given the simplicity of this RNA system, such heterogeneity
is particularly surprising. The freely diffusing results conﬁrm
that the fraction of actively docking versus nondocking
populations observed for tethered constructs is native to the
RNA. We also ﬁnd these populations to be independent of
salt concentration and therefore not arising from improperly
formed secondary structures (i.e., hairpin opening and clos-
ing.) Furthermore, quantitative comparison between i), freely
diffusing and ii), immobilized conformational populations
demonstrate GAAA-tetraloop-receptor folding dynamics to
be unaffected by immobilization over a wide range of Mg21
and Na1 concentrations and cationic environments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of RNA construct
The GAAA tetraloop-receptor tertiary interaction is isolated in an RNA
construct (depicted in Fig. 1), where docking and undocking of the tetraloop
and receptor domains are coupled by a single-stranded A7 linker. The A7
linker sequence is one of several constructs used to study the effect of the
sequence ﬂexibility and length on the dynamics of the tetraloop-receptor
interaction (30,48), for which the fraction of actively docking versus non-
docking heterogeneity was quantitatively similar. Tetraloop-receptor RNA
constructs are prepared as previously described (30,48). Brieﬂy, synthetic
amino-modiﬁed RNA oligomers (Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO) are labeled
with Cy3 and Cy5 N-succinimidyl esters (Amersham Biosciences, Piscat-
away, NJ) and high performance liquid chromatography puriﬁed. (Mention
of commercial products is for information only; it does not imply National
Institute of Standards and Technology recommendation or endorsement, nor
does it imply that products mentioned are necessarily the best available for
the purpose.) Annealing of the Cy3- and Cy5-labeled RNA oligomers forms
the tetraloop and receptor domains. A DNA oligomer (Integrated DNA
Technologies, Coralville, IA) is also hybridized to the complementary ex-
tension of one of the RNA oligomers generating the tether domain (Fig. 1).
The 14 mer DNA/RNA hybrid tether is biotinylated for immobilization on
passivated glass surfaces via biotin-streptavidin chemistry. Though such
tethering capabilities are not necessary to perform smFRET experiments on
freely diffusing RNA, they enable explicit comparison with our previous
studies (30,48). The distances of the Cy3 and Cy5 in the undocked and
docked states (Fig. 1) are estimated to be.70 A˚ and,35 A˚, respectively. All
solutions for freely diffusing studies of Mg21-mediated docking are diluted
to ;100 pM RNA in donor (Cy3) strand in a standard buffer containing 50
mM hemisodium HEPES (pH 7.5, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), 100 mM
NaCl, and 0.1 mM EDTA with varying [MgCl2]. Detailed [Na
1]-dependent
and monovalent/divalent-synergy studies of the tetraloop-receptor motif are
performed in 50 mM hemisodiumHEPES (pH 7.5) and 0.1 mMEDTA, with
[NaCl] and [MgCl2] varied. Note that 50 mM hemisodium HEPES contains
25 mM Na1 even before added NaCl. All buffers are 0.2 mm sterile ﬁltered
and autoclaved before preparing RNA solutions.
Experimental apparatus
To enable smFRET studies of freely diffusing RNA, we have adapted the
previously described scanning confocal microscope system (30,48) in a
similar manner to Deniz et al. and Rothwell et al. (50,51). Brieﬂy, the ﬂuo-
rescence excitation source is a mode-locked 82 MHz frequency doubled
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Nd:YAG laser (Model 3800, Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA), spa-
tially ﬁltered through a single-mode ﬁber and linear polarizer. Trace infrared
light from the Nd:YAG 1064 nm fundamental is removed by a bandpass ﬁlter
(EX 530/10, Chroma Technology, Rockingham, VT) upon entrance of the
excitation laser light into the back port of the microscope. The excitation light
is focused through a water immersion objective (Olympus (Center Valley,
PA) UPlanApo 603, 1.2 numerical aperture) to a diffraction-limited spot.
Fluorescence emission collected by the microscope objective is isolated from
the excitation source with a dichroic beam splitter (550DRLP, Chroma
Technology) and spatially ﬁltered with a 50mmpinhole, limiting detection to
the confocal volume. A broad-band-polarizing beam splitter cube divides the
ﬂuorescence into vertical and horizontal polarizations with respect to the
linearly polarized laser excitation axis. Each polarization is further separated
into donor (Cy3) and acceptor (Cy5) channels by a dichroic beam splitter
(645DCXR, Chroma Technology), with photon color further deﬁned by
transmission through bandpass ﬁlters HQ585/70M and HQ700/75M
(Chroma Technology), respectively. Photon detection is performed by four
avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin-Elmer Optoelectronics,
Fremont, CA). For these studies, however, we focus on unpolarized FRET
signals, summing over horizontal/vertical channels. Fluorescence trajectories
are acquired for freely diffusing ﬂuorescently labeled RNA constructs using
a time-correlated single-photon counting module (SPC-134, Becker &Hickl,
Berlin, Germany). A full width half maximum instrument time response of
570 6 5 ps is measured by prompt Raman scattering signal from H2O.
Sample solutions are studied in a ﬂow-cell sample holder assembled from
a ﬂuorinated polymer block (polychlorotriﬂuoroethylene) by milling a
‘‘microchannel’’ (0.2 mm deep, 10 mm long, 3.0 mm wide) on one of the
block faces. Two 0.5 mm diameter holes are drilled in from the opposite side
to connect at a 60 angle to the channel ends. A cover glass is attached to the
holder with a thin layer of silicone rubber adhesive to form a;10mL volume
ﬂow cell. A slot is milled above the channel, leaving only 0.5 mm of polymer
above the illumination area to limit back scattering of the excitation source.
After ﬂushing in solutions, data are collected under static conditions, with
entrance and exit holes covered by tape. All cover glass (22 3 22 mm
Corning (Corning, NY) No. 1-1/2) is cleaned by soaking overnight in con-
centrated nitric acid followed by thorough rinsing with NANOPure water
(Barnstead International, Dubuque, IA) and a 45 min treatment with ozone/
ultraviolet light (UVO cleaner model 42, Jelight, Irvine, CA). The cover glass
surface is passivated by a 120 mL ﬂush and 10 min incubation of bovine
serum albumin (10 mg/mL bovine serum albumin), followed by a 1 mL
buffer rinse, and then loaded by ﬂowing in 200 mL of the desired RNA
solution.
For freely diffusing studies, the laser focus is positioned 15 mm above the
bovine serum albumin-passivated cover glass in solution to observe freely
diffusing molecule at powers of 50–100 mW. At such powers, photo-
bleaching of freely diffusing molecules is minimal in our experimental ap-
paratus, eliminating the need for an enzymatic oxygen scavenging system
(50,52). Labeled RNA diffusing (100 pM) through the confocal excitation
region is readily monitored via isolated bursts of ﬂuorescence photons, re-
sulting in a mean occupancy of about l ¼ 0.03 molecules in a ;0.5 fL
confocal volume. The probability of m molecules in the detection volume is
PðmÞ ¼ lmel=m!; translating into ,0.044% probability for events with
m $ 1.
FRET analysis of time traces of freely
diffusing RNA
Fluorescence photons stored using time-correlated single-photon counting
methods are recalled and sorted into 1 ms bins. This is comparable to the
mean transit time through the confocal volume, as determined directly from
ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy (ttransit ¼ 0.38 6 0.05 ms) (53,54).
Based on rate constants obtained from our previous single-molecule studies,
this time binning is considerably faster than the conformational dynamics
(i.e., 1/kdock or 1/kundock. 5 ms) and therefore predominantly samples single
docking/undocking events (48). We can analyze the photon bursts either at
the single bin level or with a full-burst algorithm to group photons that most
likely arrived from the same molecule (50,53,55). The full-burst-level
method, in which several time bins are combined to account for all emission
collected from a single molecule’s passage through the confocal volume,
increases the signal/noise ratio but risks averaging docking/undocking events
because of the decreased time resolution (56). For this reason, we choose to
analyze bursts at the single-bin level, following the methods proposed by
Schultz, Weiss, and co-workers (50,55).
To distinguish RNA emission events from background, a threshold ﬂuo-
rescence signal is determined by a minimum sum of donor and acceptor
photons per bin. This criterion requires signal levels (typically 25–35 kHz) to
be.10 times the standard deviation of the background, which is sufﬁcient to
distinguish labeled RNA constructs with high statistical signiﬁcance (50).
The choice of threshold has been systematically varied and exhibits negli-
gible effects on the results presented here. The FRET efﬁciency (EFRET),
EFRET ¼ I
c
A=QA
I
c
A=QA1 I
c
D=QD
; (1)
can be calculated for each event from the corrected donor and acceptor
intensities (IcD and I
c
A), withQD andQA as the corresponding quantum yields.
The corrected donor and acceptor intensities differ from background-
corrected intensities on the detection channels DI1 and DI2, respectively,
because of i), collection efﬁciencies of donor and acceptor emission on both
channels (i.e., b1A;b
2
A;b
1
D;b
2
DÞ and ii), nonnegligible direct excitation of the
acceptor (i.e., aD versus aA, where aD 1 aA ¼ 1). Corrections have been
formulated for bulk FRET and single-molecule studies, but not including
each of the above contributing factors (57,58). Weiss and co-workers have
developed elegant methods for implementing such corrections using dual-
laser excitation (59). Expressions for these corrections suitable under single-
laser conditions are presented below.
Cross talk correction is implemented by expressing the experimentally
observed intensity vector (DI1, DI2) in terms of the actual donor/acceptor
emission vector (ID, IA) via a 2 3 2 matrix equation,
FIGURE 1 RNA construct for Cy3-Cy5 FRET-monitoring of GAAA
tetraloop-receptor docking/undocking. The GAAA tetraloop and receptor are
connected by a ﬂexible A7 linker (shadowed gray text) and highlighted in the
undocked (left) and docked (right) states. A biotinylated region (italicized) is
also retained for quantitative comparison with previous tethered results.
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DI1
DI2
 
¼ b
1
D b
1
A
b
2
D b
2
A
 
ID
IA
 
; (2)
where absolute collection efﬁciencies of the donor and acceptor on channels
1 and 2, b1A (0.00000 6 0.00003), b
2
A (0.0242 6 0.0018), b
1
D (0.0269 6
0.0024), and b2D (0.002116 0.00018), are obtained from observed (DI1 and
DI2) signals for known emission rates from donor and acceptor only
constructs. The corresponding expressions for ID, IA, and ID/IA are obtained
via matrix inversion of Eq. 2:
ID ¼ 1fbD1bA2  bA1bD2 g
½bA2DI1  bA1DI2; (3)
IA ¼ 1fbD1bA2  bA1bD2 g
½bD2DI11bD1DI2; (4)
ID=IA ¼ ½bA2DI1  bA1DI2=½bD2DI11bD1DI2: (5)
Correction for direct excitation of the acceptor is most simply incorporated in
a modiﬁed expression for EFRET:
EFRET ¼ NA  aAN0
NA  aAN01ND
¼ IA=QA  aAðIA=QA1 ID=QDÞ
IA=QA  aAðIA=QA1 ID=QDÞ1 ID=QD
¼
1 aA
aD
QA
QD
ID
IA
11
QA
QD
ID
IA
; (6)
where N0¼ NA1 ND¼ (IA/QA1 ID/QD) represents the sum of acceptor and
donor excitations and therefore aAN0 is the fractional direct excitation of the
acceptor. The quantum yield ratio (QA/QD) ¼ 1.2 6 0.3 ratios for Cy3 and
Cy5 is determined independently via studies of singly labeled constructs. The
fraction of acceptor direct excitation (aA ¼ 0.076 0.01, aD ¼ 0.936 0.01)
can be obtained from extinction coefﬁcients of singly labeled donor and
acceptor at the direct excitation wavelength, aA ¼ eAat 532 nm=ðeAat 532 nm1
eDat 532 nmÞ: Thus, a corrected EFRET can be readily calculated from the
experimental DI1 and DI2 signals via Eqs. 5 and 6 when collection efﬁcien-
cies and quantum yields are measured.
Note that cross talk and direct excitation corrections in the above ex-
pressions treat all experimentally observed intensities equivalently, irre-
spective of whether photons came from donor-acceptor labeled RNA
constructs or donor-onlymolecules. Consequently, IcA is overcorrected by the
removal of acceptor direct excitation when the acceptor is missing or
bleached. Thereby, the correction yields negative EFRET values for donor-
only molecules, which can be readily identiﬁed and isolated in EFRET his-
tograms. As a consistency check, the correction procedure can be tested by
removing this direct excitation correction for a sample of donor-only mol-
ecules, which, as expected, yields EFRET ¼ 0.01 6 0.01, centered within
uncertainty around zero.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mg21-induced tetraloop and receptor docking in
freely diffusing RNA
Burst ﬂuorescence methods are used to observe [Mg21]-de-
pendent folding due to a single GAAA tetraloop-receptor
interaction in freely diffusing RNA constructs with Cy3
donor (Cy5 acceptor) ﬂuorescence tags positioned near the
tetraloop(receptor), respectively. Docking of the tetraloop
and receptor brings the dye pair in closer proximity; from
EFRETðRÞ ¼ R60=ðR601R6Þ; this translates into readily mea-
surable changes in FRET efﬁciency, where R0 ¼ 53 A˚ is the
calculated Cy3/Cy5 Fo¨rster radius for 50% energy transfer
probability. Fluorescence time trajectories are obtained as
RNAmolecules freely diffuse through the confocal detection
volume. The left panel in Fig. 2 A shows sample ﬂuorescence
traces as a function of time at low and high [Mg21]. A clear
dominance of donor bursts is evident at low [Mg21] (Fig. 2 A,
top), which shifts to predominantly acceptor emission under
high [Mg21] conditions (Fig. 2 A, bottom).
Analysis of these ﬂuorescence bursts provides statistical
information on conformational probabilities, generated from
all time bins with burst counts above the intensity threshold
and representing 104 RNA constructs passing through the
detection region. The corresponding EFRET histograms for
the tetraloop-receptor constructs at low and high [Mg21]
are shown in Fig. 2 B, top and bottom, respectively. These
EFRET distributions reveal three distinct populations for the
tetraloop-receptor construct well ﬁt by a sum of Gaussians
FIGURE 2 Sample smFRET data analysis of freely dif-
fusing tetraloop-receptor RNA. (A) Sample time traces of
donor (dotted green lines) and acceptor (solid red lines)
intensities at 0.1 mMMg21 (top) and 7 mMMg21 (bottom)
indicate photon burst events as a molecule traverses the
laser focal volume. (B) EFRET histograms generated from
events that exceed a 25 kHz threshold at 0.1 mM Mg21
(top) and 7 mM Mg21 (bottom) ﬁt to a sum of three
Gaussian distributions (black line). The individual Gaus-
sian components reveal distinct populations of donor-only
(EFRET , 0, thick black), undocked (green) and docked
(red) constructs. Dashed blue lines represent shot-noise
limited line-shape predictions.
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(55), with the individual components shown in Fig. 2 B
(black, green, and red lines). As predicted, the leftmost his-
togram peak (ÆEFRETæ¼0.1246 0.003) arises from donor-
only molecules, resulting in EFRET , 0 when corrected for
direct excitation of the missing Cy5. Such donor-only bursts
arise from incomplete constructs lacking an acceptor-labeled
strand, properly assembled RNA constructs lacking the ﬂuo-
rescent acceptor, as well as from free dye and acceptor pho-
tobleaching. The integrated number of such donor-only burst
events is typically,30% of the total and clearly resolved from
each of the physically relevant peaks with EFRET . 0.
In a simple two-state model, the two well-resolved peaks at
EFRET . 0 correspond to the conformations of the tetraloop-
receptor construct. The peaks centered at a low EFRET (0.286
0.01) and high EFRET (0.687 6 0.005) reﬂect the undocked
and docked populations, consistent with predictions (EFRET
0.2, EFRET  0.8) based on modeling the donor/acceptor
separation with helical RNA constraints. Dependence of
tetraloop-receptor docking on [Mg21] is evident in the
EFRET histograms; the docked state is far more stable at high
[Mg21], whereas the undocked state is favored at low [Mg21]
(Fig. 2 B).
Closer inspection of the peak widths in Fig. 2 B provides
additional insight into the nature of docked versus undocked
states for the tetraloop-receptor interaction. The curves
(dashed blue lines) in Fig. 2 B represent shot-noise limited
peaks, where the width, sSN, is the standard deviation of the
Gaussian distribution about a mean EFRET (ÆEFRETæ) due to
ﬁnite photon statistics for donor and acceptor intensities.
From standard-error propagation, this shot-noise broadening
is sSN¼ (Em(1 Em)/T)1/2, where Em is the ÆEFRETæ and T is
the photon threshold for event identiﬁcation (56). Gaussian
ﬁts to the experimental histograms reveal the undocked and
docked peak widths to be 1.8 6 0.2 and 1.1 6 0.1 times the
shot-noise limit, respectively. Deviation from the shot-noise-
limited behavior is therefore substantial for the undocked
peak, whereas the docked peak indicates no signiﬁcant
broadening beyond shot noise (Fig. 2 B).
There are many possible dynamical sources of such EFRET
broadening effects. For example, this broadening can arise
from acceptor photobleaching or blinking during passage
through the laser focus, as demonstrated in studies by Weiss,
Seidel, and co-workers (60,61). However, such broadening is
small with respect to what we measure, and would contribute
to asymmetric tailing of undocked and docked populations
toward the donor-only peak (60,61), which is not evident in
the data. Other broadening mechanisms include hindered
rotational motion, spectral diffusion, and/or quantum-yield
ﬂuctuations of the dye labels. However, each of these have
been ruled out as likely broadening mechanisms in Alexa
488-Cy5 FRET pairs by Antonik et al., for which we antic-
ipate behavior similar to Cy3-Cy5 (61). Most relevantly, the
aforementioned broadening sources should affect both the
undocked and docked states. However, linewidth broadening
is evident for only the undocked state, with nearly shot-noise
limited predictions for the docked state, and therefore is not
likely originating from such photophysical effects. Finally, as
will be discussed later, only the undocked peak widths and
EFRET values exhibit sensitivity to monovalent (Na
1) cation
concentration.
A simple model for the observed broadening is that the
FRET values reﬂect a distribution over conformational
ﬂuctuations in the nominally two-state picture of docked and
undocked states. Docking of the tetraloop with the receptor
conﬁnes the donor and acceptor to a smaller range of dis-
tances and directions, thereby greatly reducing variation in
the observed FRET efﬁciencies. Thus, one would expect
negligible dynamical contributions to the docked state
widths, in agreement with the nearly shot-noise limited
values observed experimentally. Conversely, since ﬂexible
motion of the tetraloop linker allows the undocked state to
sample a variety of conformations and distances, one would
anticipate the undocked EFRET peak to be dynamically
broadened beyond the shot-noise limit. Most importantly,
this model provides a physical basis for understanding
[Na1]-dependent shifts in the mean EFRET values for the
undocked state due to ionic strength and Debye shielding
effects, which will be addressed later.
For the moment, however, we focus on [Mg21]-dependent
trends in the tetraloop-receptor docking. Systematic evolu-
tion of the docked and undocked populations under standard
HEPES buffer conditions (125 mM Na1, pH 7.5) is dem-
onstrated in Fig. 3 for sample concentrations along the
[Mg21] titration by the growth of the high EFRET peak and
concomitant reduction of the low EFRET peak, where the
EFRET histograms contain the same quantity of total positive
FIGURE 3 EFRET population histograms as a function of [Mg
21] with
Gaussian ﬁts superimposed. The tetraloop-receptor interaction is promoted
by Mg21, as evidenced by the shift in the relative populations from
undocked (low EFRET) to docked (high EFRET) states.
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EFRET events. Since this occurs over a very small change in
total ionic strength, we treat the GAAA tetraloop-receptor
interaction as a two-state system, i.e., with distinguishable
undocked and docked RNA subpopulations. To determine
the fraction of burst events in these subpopulations, the
complete set of EFRET histograms has been ﬁt simultaneously
to a sum of three Gaussians, with peak widths and centers as
adjustable but common parameters for all [Mg21] conditions.
This combined ﬁt procedure permits more accurate charac-
terization of docked versus undocked subpopulations, par-
ticularly for the small undocked and docked fractions
obtained at the extreme values of [Mg21]. The fractional
populations of undocked and docked species are then readily
determined by integration over the respective peaks (50,56).
The fractional docked population under freely diffusing
conditions, denoted by ffree ¼ Ndocked/(Ndocked 1 Nundocked),
where Ndocked and Nundocked are determined from the inte-
grated Gaussian area of the docked and undocked peaks (37),
is plotted versus [Mg21] as circles in Fig. 4. The data rise
smoothly between 0mM and 1mMMg21 i), from a small but
nonzero intercept and ii), reach an asymptotic value less than
unity under saturating Mg21 concentrations. Based on a
simple two-state kinetic model summarized in Fig. 5 A, this
Mg21-dependent docked fraction, ffree, can be reasonably
well ﬁt to a standard Hill binding equation (37), with the
modiﬁcation that only a ﬁxed fraction, fmax, of the molecules
are able to dock,
ffree ¼ fmax½M
n
½Mn1KnD
; (7)
where [M] is the metal ion concentration. This analysis yields
a Mg21 dissociation constant KD ¼ 0.36 6 0.6 mM, a Hill
coefﬁcient of n ¼ 1.3 6 0.3 (see Fig. 4, solid gray line)
consistent with noncooperative behavior, and an asymptotic
docking fraction of fmax ¼ 0.66 6 0.03. This model is
inconsistent with the ﬁnite docked fraction (15 6 8%)
experimentally observed at [Mg21]¼ 0 mM in Fig. 4, which
requires a more complex mechanism (discussed later) in-
volving both divalent Mg21- and monovalent Na1-mediated
docking pathways. Of more immediate relevance, however,
the data indicate (1  fmax) ¼ 0.34 6 0.03, which would be
consistent with 34% of the RNA constructs unable to dock
and undock. This nonunity asymptote could in principle
suggest that docking proceeds via a Mg21-bound undocked
intermediate, for which the asymptote would reﬂect the
equilibrium of the Mg21-activated intermediate with the
docked state. However, previous studies of surface-immobi-
lized RNA constructs also identiﬁed such a subpopulation of
nondocking species (48), which is shown below to be
quantitatively consistent with the freely diffusing RNA data.
Freely diffusing versus immobilized RNA:
kinetics and heterogeneity
Single-molecule studies of immobilized tetraloop-receptor
constructs indicate that the observed docking (kdock) and
undocking (kundock) rate constants increase by 12-fold and
decrease by 3-fold, respectively, over a 0–10 mM [Mg21]
range, which motivated a more complex kinetic description
than a traditional cooperative-binding model (Fig. 5 A). Of
particular relevance to the burst ﬂuorescence results is that
these previous tethered studies also provided evidence for ki-
netic heterogeneity—speciﬁcally, a signiﬁcant fraction (32 6
1%) of RNA molecules remained permanently undocked
on the timescale of photobleaching even under saturating
[Mg21] conditions (48). An important question to consider is
whether the observed heterogeneity in kinetic activity is
inﬂuenced by proximity of immobilized RNA molecules to
the protein-passivated glass tethering surface. With burst
ﬂuorescence detection, we can now address this question
directly by comparing results for freely diffusing RNA with
previous data for the immobilized constructs.
To make a quantitative comparison, we invoke the four-
state kinetic model described by Kim et al. (36) that includes
Mg21-dependent and independent pathways for the docking
of the tetraloop and receptor (Fig. 5 B). According to this
model, Mg21 exchange occurs much faster than subsequent
RNA folding/unfolding; thus Mg21-bound and free states
rapidly equilibrate with dissociation constants KMg and K9Mg
for undocked and docked states, respectively (Fig. 5 B).
Furthermore, the Mg21-bound and free forms of the un-
docked and docked states are experimentally indistinguish-
FIGURE 4 Comparison of Mg21-dependent fractional docked population
for freely diffusing (black circles) and immobilized tetraloop-receptor con-
structs (gray triangles and dash-dotted line). fimmobilized is calculated from
the kinetic rate constants observed in tethered actively docking/undocking
constructs, where a nondocking population (32 6 1%) was previously
observed (48). ffree is ﬁt to Eq. 7 (solid gray line), where n¼ 1.36 0.3, KD¼
0.366 0.6 mM, and fmax ¼ 0.666 0.03. Linear scaling of fimmobilized to ffree
(Eq. 9) yields 66 6 2% constructs are actively docking under freely
diffusing conditions (dotted black line). ffree is also ﬁt to Eq. 10 (solid black
line) derived from the model in Fig. 5 C, which allows for a nonzero docked
fraction at 0 mM Mg21 due to 125 mM Na1.
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able by FRET. As a result, the experimental rate constant
reﬂects the combination of k1 and k2 for docking and k1 and
k2 for undocking, which represent the Mg
21-independent
(dependent) pathways, respectively (36,48). Under these
conditions, the observed docking and undocking rate con-
stants (Fig. 5 B) are well described by n, k1, k2, k1, k2, KMg,
and K9Mg, which have already been determined by least-
squares analysis of the [Mg21] dependence of kdock and
kundock for the tethered RNA constructs (48).
Due to rapid diffusion, burst methods yield equilibrium
population distributions rather than explicit docking and
undocking events. An appropriate metric for predicting
fractional docked populations from the immobilized studies
is therefore
fimmobilized ¼ ½D½D1 ½U ¼
kdock
ðkdock1 kundockÞ; (8)
where kdock and kundock are experimentally determined and ﬁt
as a function of [Mg21] using the four-state kinetic model
(Fig. 5 B), and [U] and [D] are the undocked and docked
populations. We can now use data and ﬁts to calculate the
equilibrium docking fraction as a continuous function of
[Mg21] under burst conditions. The results are summarized
in Fig. 4, where gray triangles represent the docked fraction
calculated from rate constants for immobilized species,
whereas the gray dash-dotted line represents the correspond-
ing predictions from least-squares ﬁts of kdock and kundock. At
high [Mg21], the freely diffusing data saturate at a docking
fraction less than unity, in contrast to the kinetic predictions
based on tethered but actively folding/unfolding molecules.
More subtly, both the burst data and tethered predictions
indicate a ﬁnite docking fraction at low [Mg21], again sup-
porting a Mg21-independent pathway for folding.
In tethered studies, the rate data are obtained from RNA
constructs actively docking and undocking on the millisecond-
to-multiple second timescale. Though this correctly reﬂects the
majority RNA population, it does not include the 32% of
constructs that exhibit no folding before photobleaching. In the
burst studies, all RNAs diffusing through the confocal volume
are sampled, including both actively docking/undocking spe-
cies ([D] and [U]) as well as RNAs not able to dock on the
timescale of the experiment ([ND]). Therefore, the freely dif-
fusing and tethered curves in Fig. 4 should be proportional to
each other, with a constant scale factor
a ¼ ½U1 ½Dð½U1 ½D1 ½NDÞ; (9)
i.e., ffree ¼ afimmobilized. We can make this quantitative by
least-squares ﬁtting the burst data with a linearly scaled
version of the kinetic predictions from the tethered samples,
as shown in Fig. 4 (black dotted line) yielding a¼ 666 2%.
This implies a nondocking fraction of 34 6 2% in the freely
diffusing RNA, in agreement with the 32 6 1% value
reported previously for immobilized-RNA constructs. In
particular, this conﬁrms that the docking kinetic heterogene-
ity previously observed is an intrinsic property of the RNA
construct and not an artifact of RNA surface immobilization.
Na1-induced docking of the tetraloop and
receptor in freely diffusing RNA
The ﬁnite intercepts in Fig. 4 indicate the presence of both
[Mg21]-dependent and independent pathways for tetraloop-
receptor docking. As a likely source of this [Mg21]-
independent channel, we note that all folding experiments
addressed thus far occur in solutions with 125 mM Na1
(100 mM NaCl plus 25 mM Na1 from the 50 mM hemi-
sodium HEPES buffer). Although much weaker, Mg21 and
Na1 have been known to play a role in RNA folding through
electrostatic screening and speciﬁc binding (2,6,11–13,
15,26). For example, Na1-induced folding of the Tetrahy-
mena group I intron requires ;1700-fold higher concentra-
tions of Na1 than Mg21 (KD ¼ 460 6 6 versus 0.270 6
0.001 mM) (62). Furthermore, at 2500-fold higher concen-
trations than required for Mg21, Na1 alone can successfully
stabilize the folded conformation of the 16S ribosomal RNA
junction (36). In this section, we demonstrate that in the ab-
sence of both Na1 and Mg21, the docking process is effec-
tively blocked by exploiting burst ﬂuorescence time traces
for freely diffusing RNA constructs as a function of [Na1].
The resulting EFRET distributions from freely diffusing
tetraloop-receptor constructs at 0 mM Mg21 are shown in
Fig. 6 for low ([Na1] ¼ 25 mM) and high ([Na1] ¼ 1.0 M)
monovalent ion concentrations. At the lower limit of 25 mM
Na1 arising from the HEPES buffer, the EFRET distributions
are dominated by the undocked conformation (Fig. 6 A), with
FIGURE 5 (A) Nominal two-state picture for cooperative binding of metal
ions (M) to an undocked state (U), enabling progression to a docked state
(D(M)n) with metal ion dissociation constant, KD. (B) Mechanism adapted
from Kim et al. (36) to describe docking of the GAAA tetraloop and receptor
with and without Mg21, where KMg and K9Mg are Mg
21 -dissociation
constants and the rate constants reﬂect docking and undocking resolved by
FRET. (C) Simpliﬁed parallel model to describe [Na1]- and [Mg21]-
dependence for the observed fraction of docked molecules with Mg21 and
Na1 dissociation constants.
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the docked population visible only very weakly. At [Na1] ¼
1.0 M, on the other hand, the docked EFRET peak appears
(Fig. 6 B) quite prominently, conﬁrming that Na1 can induce
docking of the tetraloop and receptor in the absence of Mg21.
However, stabilization of the docked state with Na1 is much
weaker than for divalent Mg21, as indicated by the 1000-
fold higher range of concentrations required. At the very
lowest Na1 concentrations, dissociation of the RNA con-
struct is a possible concern, which would be signaled by an
increase in the donor-only population. However, we have
tested for this and ﬁnd no systematic difference in the frac-
tional donor-only population over the range of Mg21 or Na1
concentrations sampled.
Relative populations of the docked and undocked states
are determined by ﬁtting the Na1-dependent EFRET histo-
grams to Gaussian distributions and calculating fractional
populations from integrated areas. Total Gaussian ﬁts (black
lines) are shown in Fig. 6, A and B, indicating the undocked
and docked components in gray. Shot-noise limited width
contributions (black dashed lines) are also shown, again in-
dicating a greater sensitivity of peak widths in the undocked
versus docked species. Similar to the Mg21 results, the
docked peak center and width are unaffected by [Na1].
However, in stark contrast with the Mg21 titration, the un-
docked peak both shifts and broadens (Fig. 6). More quanti-
tatively, the docked state center EFRET obtained from a global
ﬁt of the Na1-titration is 0.6916 0.001, in perfect agreement
with the EFRET value of 0.687 6 0.005 obtained from the
Mg21-dependent study. On the other hand, for similar changes
in [Na1], the undocked peak shifts by nearly 0.200 FRET
units and exhibits a 2-fold increase in peak width.
The fraction of docked tetraloop-receptor constructs (ffree)
is plotted as a function of [Na1] in Fig. 7 A. The data can be
well ﬁt by a cooperative-binding model (Eq. 7), yielding an
asymptotic saturation fmax ¼ 0.55 6 0.05, a Hill coefﬁcient
1.36 0.3, and an apparent dissociation constant KD¼ 1806
30 mM. The ﬁnite docking fraction at lowest Na1 concen-
tration in Figs. 6 and 7 A is now seen to be completely con-
sistent with residual 25 mM Na1 in the HEPES buffer.
However, the KD with respect to Na
1 is ;500-fold larger
than that observed for Mg21, indicating a much lower efﬁ-
ciency for monovalent Na1-mediated docking and compar-
ing quite well with ensemble studies,KD¼ 2206 9mM (30).
Interestingly, fmax is nearly equal for both Na
1- and Mg21-
dependent studies, 0.556 0.05 and 0.666 0.03, respectively.
This is again consistent with a constant fraction of RNA
constructs unable to dock, but now established over an even
broader range of both salt concentration and type of cation.
As a consistency check, the Na1 titration data can predict
the nonzero intercept value previously noted for [Mg21] ¼ 0
mM with [Na1] ¼ 125 mM. For these purposes, the divalent
and monovalent docking processes can be assumed to be
independent, as denoted by the kinetic scheme in Fig. 5 C. At
FIGURE 6 EFRET distributions and Gaussian ﬁts (black lines) showing the
donor-only (leftmost peak) population and the individual Gaussian compo-
nents (gray) and shot-noise predictions (dashed lines) of undocked and
docked states at (A) 25 mMNa1 and (B) 1.0 M Na1. Note that the undocked
peak shifts to higher center EFRET value and broadens with increasing [Na
1]
(see text for details).
FIGURE 7 (A) Least-squares ﬁts of fractional docked
population (Ndocked/(Ndocked 1 Nundocked)) versus [Na
1] to
Eq. 7, resulting in fmax ¼ 0.55 6 0.05, a Hill coefﬁcient
1.3 6 0.3, and KD ¼ 180 6 30 mM. The asymptotic value
(fmax) is consistent with Mg
21 studies in Fig. 5, suggesting a
32–34% nondocking RNA subpopulation. (B) ffree as a
function of [Mg21] at low [Na1] (25 mM) with a ﬁt to Eq.
10 that also allows for a [Na1] docking pathway (Fig. 5 C),
yielding fmax ¼ 0.55 6 0.04, n ¼ 8 6 2, and KMg
21
D ¼
1:066 0:03mM; and demonstrating high cooperativity
with respect to Mg21 observed in the presence of minimal
Na1.
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equilibrium, the fraction of docked molecules for independent
Na1 and Mg21-induced folding can be easily shown to be
ffree ¼
fmax
½Mg21 n
ðKMgD Þn
1
½Na1 m
ðKNaD Þm
 
½Mg21 n
ðKMgD Þn
1
½Na1 m
ðKNaD Þm
1 1
 : (10)
Based on least-squares ﬁtting of the Na1 titration, the
predicted intercept for the fraction docked Mg21 titration is
ffree ¼ 0.2 6 0.1 at 0 mM Mg21, 125 mM Na1, which is in
excellent agreement with the experimental values fimmobilized¼
0.19 6 0.07 from Eqs. 8 and 9 and ffree ¼ 0.15 6 0.08.
Consequently, the folding in the absence of Mg21 observed
in immobilized and freely diffusing studies can be quantita-
tively attributed to the presence of 125 mM Na1. Further-
more, this model allows us to describe nonzero intercept of
the [Mg21]-dependent fraction docked (Fig. 4), whereas the
simple cooperative binding model (Eq. 7) could not. Using
Eq. 10 to ﬁt ffree yields a more precise and physical descrip-
tion of the observed [Mg21]-dependent docking of the
tetraloop-receptor with KMg
21
D ¼ 0:466 0:04 and n ¼ 2.0 6
0.4 (Fig. 4, solid black line ﬁt to the black circles).
Although Eq. 10 and the model in Fig. 5 C assume inde-
pendent docking pathways for Na1 and Mg21, there is evi-
dence that this is not true at low Na1 concentrations. For
example, Fig. 7 B displays a titration curve as a function of
Mg21 for low Na1 concentrations (25 mM). As expected
from Eq. 10, the intercept nicely matches the value for 25
mM Na1 and 0 mM Mg21 in Fig. 7 A. Furthermore, at high
Mg21 levels, the docked fraction rises to the typical
asymptotic value (fmax  0.6) seen in other titrations, which
again originates from the heterogeneous presence of non-
docking RNA constructs. Quite different, however, is the
dramatically sigmoidal shape of the titration curve, which
implies a much higher level of Mg21 cooperativity in the
absence of Na1. More quantitatively, the data in Fig. 7 B can
be ﬁt to the Hill curve of Eq. 10, yielding KMg
21
D ¼
1:066 0:03mM and a Hill coefﬁcient of n ¼ 86 2. By way
of comparison, when the data at higher Na1 125 mM are ﬁt to
the same model (Fig. 4, solid black line ﬁt to the black cir-
cles), these values decrease (i.e., become less cooperative) to
KMg
21
D ¼ 0:466 0:04 and n ¼ 2.0 6 0.4. Alternatively
stated, the trends in afﬁnities and Hill coefﬁcients indicate
that monovalent Na1 greatly diminishes or eliminates
docking cooperativity with respect to Mg21. Examples of
high Mg21 cooperativity at very low Na1 have been noted in
previous investigations of the Tetrahymena ribozyme and its
P4-P6 domain (62,63). However, the remarkable feature in
our study is that such high cooperativities can be exhibited in
much simpler RNA constructs docking via a single tertiary
interaction. This would also suggest that electrostatic
shielding of the phosphate groups by monovalent ions is
necessary to facilitate efﬁcient, noncooperative Mg21-in-
duced docking as discussed in the following two sections.
Electrostatic relaxation of tetraloop-
receptor RNA
The importance of electrostatic screening and relaxation
effects in the tetraloop-receptor system is evidenced by a
systematic increase in EFRET (and thus decrease in the ﬂuo-
rophore separation) in the undocked state with cation con-
centration (Fig. 6). To investigate this further, we plot
experimental shifts in the undocked ÆEFRETæ as a function of
sodium ion concentration (Fig. 8 A). Upon addition of Na1,
the undocked ÆEFRETæ increases signiﬁcantly, consistent with
partial relaxation of the RNA structure and a statistically
closer approach of donor and acceptor. Speciﬁcally, EFRET
center changes by 60%, corresponding to 13% (7 A˚)
decrease in Cy3-Cy5 separation. A Hill-type expression
commonly used in ensemble FRET studies of two-state
systems (30) proves convenient to characterize the [cation]-
dependent relaxation of the tetraloop-receptor RNA,
ÆEFRETæ ¼ E0FRET1
DEFRET½Mn
½Mn1KnD
; (11)
which for the [Na1]-dependent data yieldsKD¼ 1806 20mM,
n ¼ 2.1 6 0.4, E0FRET ¼ 0:2276 0:004; and DEFRET ¼
0:156 0:02: It is worth noting that the KD from ﬁts to Na
1-
mediated FRETpeak shifts is identical within uncertainty (KD¼
180 6 30 mM, Fig. 7 A) to that observed for the undocking/
docking transition itself, in support of a common electrostatic
origin for both phenomena. Although much smaller in mag-
nitude, a similar Hill-type dependence is observed as a func-
tion of Mg21 for low 25 mM Na1 conditions, as plotted in
Fig. 8 B. Once again, the overall highly cooperative shape
and afﬁnities (KD¼ 0.96 0.2 mM) are nearly identical to the
corresponding values (KD ¼ 1.06 6 0.03 mM, Fig. 7 B) ob-
tained forMg21-dependent docking at low [Na1]. Interestingly,
we do not see appreciable mean EFRET shifts as a function
of 0–11 mM Mg21 under ‘‘normal’’ HEPES buffer, i.e.,
125 mM Na1 (see Fig. 2 B). However, from Fig. 8 A, one
can easily see that Na1-induced FRET shifts for the undocked
peak under these conditions dominate anyMg21-induced shifts.
It is worth considering whether these [cation]-dependent
peak shifts and broadenings could be induced by changes in
donor versus acceptor quantum yields. However, these ef-
fects are minor based on both the magnitude and selectivity
with which the undocked versus docked peak shift. In the
case of Na1, for example, to match DEFRET  0.14 for the
undocked peak would require QA/QD to be reduced by
.50%, which is observed neither in the donor nor acceptor
signal intensities nor analysis of the ﬂuorescence lifetimes.
Furthermore, such a reduction would predict a corresponding
shift of DEFRET  0.08 in the docked peak, i.e., which is
nearly an order of magnitude larger than our experimental
uncertainties and not observed. Thus, shifts in the undocked
ÆEFRETæ values must correspond to statistically signiﬁcant
structural changes in average donor-acceptor distances for
the RNA construct.
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Further conﬁrmation of a cation-mediated structural ﬂex-
ibility in the undocked RNA constructs is also provided by
the broadening of the undocked EFRET peak with increased
[Na1]. Speciﬁcally, the undocked Gaussian peak width, s,
increases from (1.76 0.1)- to (2.76 0.3)-fold excess of shot
noise from 25 mM to 1 M Na1 (Fig. 8 C), i.e., greatly ex-
ceeding other potential broadening contributions (e.g., triplet
formation and photobleaching, as described above) under
these experimental conditions. By way of contrast, the docked
peak maintains a ﬁxed width near the shot-noise limit (1.2 6
0.1-fold) over the same range of [Na1]. More quantitatively,
the undocked widths (s) are ﬁt to a Hill-type model (Eq. 11),
yieldingKD¼ 2306 20mM, n¼ 3.66 0.8 andDs¼ 0.106
0.01 (in Fig. 8 C). Once again, this behavior occurs over a
comparable range of KD values observed for both i), docking
fraction (KD ¼ 180 6 30 mM) and ii), undocked peak shifts
(KD ¼ 180 6 20 mM), consistent with a common origin of
electrostatic screening.
A similar analysis of the undocked peak linewidths as a
function of [Mg21] under low 25 mM Na1 conditions is
plotted in Fig. 8 D. The data indicate a systematic increase in
linewidths, with an increased KD (1.26 0.4 mM) and a large
Hill coefﬁcient (n ¼ 2.7 6 1.2) that again illustrate high
levels of cooperativity with respect to Mg21. This behavior
agrees quantitatively with what was seen previously under
low Na1 conditions for Mg21-dependent i), docking fraction
(KD ¼ 1.06 6 0.03 mM, n ¼ 8 6 2, Fig. 7 B) and ii), un-
docked peak shifts (KD¼ 0.96 0.2 mM, n¼ 2.66 0.8, Fig.
8 B), underscoring the importance of electrostatic screening
in conformational dynamics for the undocked constructs. It is
worth reiterating that the undocked peak contains contribu-
tions from both actively docking/undocking RNA and non-
docking species, as described above, but at high [Na1] the
nondocking species is the dominant component. Therefore,
electrostatic relaxation of the undocked structure must be
responsible for the peak broadening and shifts with increased
cation concentration, rather than any fast dynamics due to
rapid tetraloop-receptor docking/undocking.
We interpret the origin of the peak shifting and broadening
for Na1 as arising from structural relaxation in the undocked
RNA constructs, induced by electrostatic screening in an
aqueous electrolytic medium. Poisson-Boltzmann or coun-
terion condensation theories may be used to describe the role
of monovalent versus divalent ions in structural relaxation of
RNA (64). However, due to the polyanionic nature of RNA, a
more sophisticated nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann analysis is
sometimes necessary for quantitative determination of the
electrostatic potential throughout the entire RNA structure
(11,65–71). However, such numerically intensive schemes
(69,71,72) often fail to quantitatively model the role of higher
order valencies (e.g., Mg21) in RNA folding (73). Therefore,
to provide a qualitative physical interpretation for Mg21- and
Na1-induced conformational changes in the tetraloop-re-
ceptor construct, we use a simpler Debye shielding model of
point charges screened as a function of ionic strength. Such a
Debye treatment slightly underestimates the actual electro-
static screening, though matching all Poisson-Boltzmann
trends as a function of ionic strength (74). The relevant pa-
rameter in such a model is the 1/e Debye length, lD ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
e0erkBT
2NAq2e I
q
; where e0 is the permittivity of free space (8.85 3
FIGURE 8 Evidence for a cation-induced increase in
electrostatic compaction and conformational sampling of
the undocked state tetraloop-receptor construct. (A and B)
Systematic shift in mean EFRET of the undocked peak
with increasing [Na1] and [Mg21], respectively, ﬁt by a
Hill-type model (Eq. 11) with E0FRETðNa1;Mg21Þ ¼
0:2276 0:004; 0.227 6 0.003; DEFRETðNa1;Mg21Þ ¼
0:156 0:02; 0.07 6 0.02, n(Na1, Mg21) ¼ 2.1 6 0.4,
2.66 0.8, and KD(Na
1, Mg21) ¼ 1806 20 mM, 0.96
0.2 mM. (C and D) Systematic shifts in undocked EFRET
peak widths as function of [Na1] and [Mg21], respec-
tively, yieldingKD(Na
1, Mg21)¼ 0.23M6 0.02, 1.26
0.4 mM; n(Na1, Mg21) ¼ 3.6 6 0.8, 2.7 6 1.2;
and Ds(Na1, Mg21) ¼ 0.10 6 0.01, 0.07 6 0.03,
respectively.
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1012 C2/Nm2), er the dielectric constant of water (80.4), qe
the elementary charge (1.6 3 1019 C), kB Boltzmann’s
constant, T the absolute temperature, NA Avogadro’s num-
ber, and I ¼ 1
2
+
i
CiZ
2
i represents ionic strength for aCi molar
concentration of each ion with charge Zi. To illustrate ionic
strength effects on charge screening, lD is plotted in Fig. 9 for
relevant Na1 andMg21 concentrations in 50mMhemisodium
HEPES. The Debye length decreases dramatically from lD;
20 A˚ to lD, 5 A˚ (Fig. 9 A) over a comparable range ([Na
1]
KD  180 mM) for which the undocked structure relaxes and
broadens (Fig. 8, A and C). By way of contrast, the effect of
[Mg21] on Debye length is completely masked in HEPES
buffer with the standard 100 mM NaCl (lD  8 A˚ over the
entire [Mg21] range), but becomes much more relevant when
NaCl is excluded (Fig. 9 B), consistent with experimental
observations in Fig. 7 B and Fig. 8, B and D.
These monovalent ion effects can be rationalized by efﬁ-
cient screening of phosphate groups in the RNA backbone,
leading to reduction in persistence length for the double-
stranded and single-stranded regions. This reduction permits
greater ﬂexibility and access to more compact RNA confor-
mations, thereby shifting the average EFRET peak for the un-
docked construct. Likewise, broadening of the EFRET peak can
originate from reduced repulsion of the tetraloop and linker
from the receptor domain and tether regions of the construct,
resulting in a wider distribution of accessible conformations.
The observed EFRET peak shifts and broadening effects both
occur over a range of [Na1] ; 0 –0.5 M, over which the
characteristic Debye length decreases by 5-fold (Fig. 9 A).
Electrostatic shielding can also be used to interpret the
different inﬂuences of Mg21 and Na1 on tetraloop-receptor
docking. In the P4-P6 domain of the Tetrahymena ribozyme,
both the tetraloop-receptor and adenosine-rich bulge tertiary
interactions pack the opposing helical phosphate groupswithin
8–9 A˚ (8), requiring tetraloop and receptor helices to be effec-
tively screened for stabilization of the folded structure. The
experimentally observed KD for Na
1 is consistent with the
lD values necessary to allow tetraloop and receptor prox-
imity (see Fig. 9 A). On the other hand, much lower [Mg21]
concentrations are required to achieve the same docked state,
with only minor impact on ionic strength and lD (Fig. 9 B).
This is consistent with the fact that divalent Mg21, as a
consequence of compact size and high charge density, can
intimately localize and coordinate along the RNA at regions
of high negative electrostatic potential, whereas monovalent
Na1 must rely on the less-efﬁcient mechanism of bulk
electrostatic screening (15,67,70,73,75). Similarly, the
striking growth in cooperativity for Mg21-promoted docking
can be attributed to the much larger Debye shielding length
without NaCl (Fig. 9 B). With insufﬁcient monovalent ionic
strength to screen phosphate repulsions, multiple Mg21 ions
must be recruited for relaxing the RNA structure before the
more local task of promoting docking, therefore resulting in
higher cooperativity and increased KD values. This analysis
offers a simple physical model for monovalent-induced
structural relaxation of the undocked RNA, consistent with
the experimental data, though more rigorous treatment of the
electrostatic environment will be necessary to make such
comparisons quantitative.
Na1 and Mg21 synergistically promote
tetraloop-receptor docking
Closer comparison of the cation-dependent population dis-
tributions presented in this work also permits one to explore
possible competition or synergism between Na1- and Mg21-
induced folding of the tetraloop-receptor constructs. Bokinsky
et al. showed that in the presence of 500 mM Na1, the
docking transition of the hairpin ribozyme saturates at much
higher [Mg21] than in the absence of Na1, suggesting that
Mg21 and Na1 compete for interaction with the hairpin RNA
(33). For the tetraloop and receptor construct, however, we
ﬁnd precisely the opposite scenario: KMg
21
D decreases from
1.06 6 0.03 mM at 25 mM Na1 to 0.46 6 0.04 mM at 125
mM Na1, whereas at the same time cooperativity with re-
spect to Mg21 is virtually eliminated (Figs. 7 B vs. 4). This
suggests that Na1 enhances the ability of Mg21 to promote
docking, which would imply a more complex description for
cation-induced folding than the independent pathways de-
picted in Fig. 5 C. Synergism between Na1 and Mg21 in the
promotion of the tetraloop-receptor tertiary interaction is
best demonstrated by comparing the RNA docking fraction
(ffree) for a series of Na
1 and Mg21 concentration pairs.
The leftmost two bars in Fig. 10 present data for limits of i),
Na1-dominated (125mMNa1, 0.0 mMMg21) and ii), Mg21-
dominated (25 mM Na1, 0.5 mM Mg21) docking, respec-
FIGURE 9 Calculated Debye shielding lengths in the
presence of 50 mM hemisodium HEPES buffer with the
addition of (A) [NaCl] in the absence MgCl2 and (B)
[MgCl2] without and with 100 mM NaCl. Also shown
(dotted vertical lines) are the observed KD values for (A)
Na1- and (B) Mg21-facilitated docking.
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tively, with the third bar based simply on the additive Mg21
and Na1 promoted docking predictions (i 1 ii). In fact, ex-
perimental results (fourth bar) exceed this by nearly twofold, a
direct indication that Na1 and Mg21 interact with positive
synergy in promoting the docking event.
Electrostatic shielding again provides a simple physical
model for positive synergy in the folding of the RNA
constructs. At low ionic strengths, additional Mg21 ions are
required to sufﬁciently relax the RNA before docking, which
translates into a large Hill coefﬁcient and increased afﬁnity
KMg
21
D : In the presence of only 100 mM NaCl, the Debye
length decreases dramatically, cooperativity with respect to
Mg21 is eliminated (as in Fig. 7 B vs. Fig. 4), and KMg
21
D
decreases by2-fold because of the increased ionic strength.
It would be interesting to test if this synergy changes into
competition for docking promotion at even higher Na1
concentrations, as experimentally observed for folding of the
hairpin ribozyme (33). Alternatively, the observed Na1-
Mg21 synergy could reﬂect a speciﬁc monovalent binding
site that, when ﬁlled, facilitates tetraloop-receptor docking.
Indeed, Basu et al. have identiﬁed a monovalent binding site
in the tetraloop-receptor interaction of the P4-P6 domain of
the Azoarcus group I intron using x-ray crystallography (26).
Increased occupancy of this monovalent site could stabilize
tetraloop-receptor binding in a way that complements Mg21-
induced folding and lowers KMg
21
D : Either scenario would be
interesting and underscores the importance of studying both
the full ribozyme as well as individual tertiary binding in-
teractions at the single-molecule level.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The [Mg21]- and [Na1]-dependence of docking for a single
GAAA tetraloop-receptor tertiary interaction has been studied
under single-molecule ﬂuorescence conditions for freely dif-
fusing RNAs. General expressions are presented that include
corrections for cross talk, collection efﬁciency, quantum yield,
and direct excitation of the acceptor for EFRET single-laser ex-
citation. Gaussian ﬁts to the EFRET histograms identify distinct
populations corresponding to well-resolved docked versus un-
docked populations, with EFRET distributions providing a snap-
shot of equilibrium populations at the single-molecule level.
The fractional docked versus undocked populations have
been explored as a function of [Mg21], which exhibits a non-
zero intercept, followed by a rapid increase in folding prob-
ability with concentration. The nonzero intercept at Mg21 ¼
0.0 M is inconsistent with a two-state Hill analysis and is
shown to arise from monovalent Na1-mediated folding in the
buffer solution. Independent Na1 titrations indicate efﬁcient
folding of the tetraloop-receptor, but with a KD ;500 times
larger than for Mg21. This shows that both Na1 and Mg21
lead to equivalent formation of the tetraloop-receptor contact,
as supported by identical EFRET values in the docked state.
Signiﬁcant peak shifts (ÆEFRETæ) and broadening beyond the
shot-noise limit are observed in the undocked but not docked
EFRET distributions. This cation-induced peak broadening and
shift is interpreted in terms of Debye shielding of the nega-
tively charged RNA backbone, which provides signiﬁcantly
more ﬂexibility to the undocked structures. Furthermore, Mg21
and Na1 behave synergistically in promoting tetraloop-receptor
docking. The presence of even ;100 mM monovalent Na1
results in a signiﬁcant decrease in the Mg21 dissociation
constant, as well as eliminating cooperativity as a function of
Mg21. This interdependence of monovalent and divalent ion
concentrations raises issues not considered, to our knowledge,
in previous kinetic models for tetraloop-receptor docking.
Finally, analysis of the burst studies reveal the existence of a
346 2% subpopulation of nondocking RNAmolecules under
freely diffusing conditions, in quantitative agreement with
smFRET studies of tethered RNA constructs. These results
demonstrate that [Mg21]- and [Na1]-dependent inﬂuences on
folding kinetics can be studied quantitatively for isolated tet-
raloop-receptor RNA tertiary interactions under both free and
tethered conditions without surface interference. Additional
kinetic investigations of tethered RNA should prove invalu-
able in further testing mechanisms for monovalent/divalent
promotion of the tetraloop-receptor interaction.
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